Books for younger readers

- Dragon Masters series by Tracy West (J FIC WEST)
- Geronimo Stilton series by Geronimo Stilton (J FIC STILTON)
- The Boxcar Children Great Adventure series by Dee Garretson (J FIC WARNER)
- Battle Bugs series by Jack Patton (J FIC PATTON)
- The Beginning by M J Thomas (J FIC THOMAS)
- The Commander in Cheese series by Lindsey Leavitt (J FIC LEAVITT)
- Flat Stanley’s Worldwide Adventures by Jeff Brown (J FIC BROWN)
- Dragonbreath Series by Ursula Vernon (J FIC VERNON)
- The Magic Treehouse Series by Mary Pope Osborne (J FIC OSBORNE)
- The Spiderwick Chronicles Series by Toni DiTerlizzi (J FIC DETERLIZZI)
- My Father’s Dragon series by Ruth Gannett Stiles (J FIC STILES)
- The Kingdom of Wrenly series by Jordan Quinn (J FIC QUINN)
- Frankie’s Magic Soccer Ball series by Frank Lampard (J FIC LAMPARD)

MORE CHALLENGING BOOKS

- The Marvels by Brian Selznick (J FIC SELZNICK)
- 39 Clues Series by various authors (J FIC THIRTY)
- Horizon by Scott Westerfeld (J FIC WESTERFELD)
- Five Kingdom series by Brandon Mull (J FIC MULL)
- Rescue on the Oregon Trail by Kate Messner (J FIC MESSNER)
- Word of Mouse by James Patterson (J FIC PATTERSON)
- The Genius Files series by Dan Gutman (J FIC GUTMAN)
- Jack and the Geniuses series by Bill Nye (J FIC GUTMAN)
- The Unbreakable Code series by Jennifer Chambliss Bertram (J FIC BERTMAN)
- The Shadow Cipher by Laura Ruby (J FIC RUBY)
- The Bicycle Spy by Yona Zeldis McDonough (J FIC MCDONOUGH)
- Around the World in 80 Days by Jules Verne (J FIC VERNE)
- Space Dumplings by Craig Thompson (J GRAPHIC THOMPSON)
- Dragon Run by Patrick Matthews (J FIC MATTHEWS)
- Island of the Blue Dolphins by Scott O’Dell (J FIC ODELL)
- Phantom Tollbooth by Norton Juster (J FIC JUSTER)
- Series of Unfortunate Events by Lemony Snicket (J FIC SNICKET)